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We three kings of Orient are; Bearing gifts we traverse afar,

Field and fountain, moor and mountain, Following yonder star.
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star of wonder, star of night, Star with royal beauty bright,

Westward leading, still proceeding, Guide us to thy perfect light.

Perfect light.

Born a King on Bethlehem plain, Gold I bring to crown Him again,
King for ever, cease-ing ne-ver O-ver us all to reign. O-
star of won-der, star of night, Star with roy-al beau-ty bright, Star of
West-ward lead-ing, still pro-ceed-ing, Guide us to thy per-fect light,
O star, of beau-ty, star of
Solo group (upper, lower or mixed voices)

Frank incense to offer have I; Incense owns a Deity night;
IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER

Words by
CHRISTINA ROSSETTI
(1830–1894)

Melody by
GUSTAV HOLST
(1874–1934)
Arranged by
WILL TODD
(b 1970)

For Andrew Earis, first performed at St Martin in the Fields, December 2012

\( \textit{j} = 89 \)

\( \textit{pp} \) \textit{espress}

\( \text{Fm}^n \text{ dorian} \)

\( \text{Cm}^n \text{ dorian} \)

\( \star \text{Bass solo, sotto voce} \)

\( \star \text{or semi-chorus, or tutti} \)
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Snow had fallen, snow on snow, Snow on snow,

In the bleak midwinter, Long ago.

Our God, heav'n cannot hold him
Nor earth sustain: Heav’n and earth shall flee a way

A sim Ped

When he comes to reign: In the bleak midwinter A
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stable-place sufficed The Lord God Almighty,
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PERSONENT HODIE

Words and melody from
Piae Cantiones, 1582

Arranged by
WILL TODD
(b 1970)

Up tempo \( \dot{\text{j}} = 212 \)
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Up tempo \( \dot{\text{j}} = 212 \)
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D ped
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\( \text{B}^\flat/\text{D} \)
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-e r u -lae, Lau - dan - tes iu - cun - de Qui no - bis est na - tus,
In mundo nascitur, Panis involitur, Praesepe

D ped

poenitur Stabulo brutorum, Rectorum supernorum,

Perdit, dit, dit, perdit, dit, dit, perdit

Gm/A Asus